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CALENDAL Côtes du Rhône Villages 'Plan de Dieu'

Our first 2016 Rhône offer and it's looking like the vintage could be even better than 2015...
Philippe Cambie and Gilles Ferran met when studying oenology together at Montpellier University. Now
Cambie is recognized as THE top consultant oenologist in the southern Rhône and Ferran is owner of
Domaine des Escaravailles in Rasteau - a formidable partnership! Their jointly owned vineyard on the
Plan de Dieu is planted 50% old Grenache and 50% old Mourvèdre.
If like us you have already been enjoying the delicious 2015 Calendal, you will certainly want to follow it
with a case of the 2016...
We have a relatively decent allocation, but of a very limited production, so please order soon if you would
like a case.

2016 Calendal Côtes du Rhône Villages 'Plan de Dieu '
"I think unquestionably the greatest vintage for this cuvée to date is the 2016 Calendal Côtes du Rhône
Villages 'Plan de Dieu '. Coming from well-know oenologist Philippe Cambie's own label and a blend of
70% Grenache and 30% Mourvèdre, it offers a refined, beautifully pure bouquet of black raspberries,
cassis, crushed flowers and spice. Full-bodied, elegant and silky, with a level of polish and elegance
lacking in prior vintages, it has integrated acidity (a hallmark of the vintage), ripe tannin and a
blockbuster finish. It's already hard to resist, but it's going to continue dishing out loads of pleasure for at
least a decade. 95 points" Jeb Dunnock (formerly of RobertParker.com)

£165 per dozen bottles in bond
Minimum order: one case of 12 bottles.
Payment: on receipt of invoice.
Shipment: immediately available ex-London City Bond.
Delivery: delivery, duty & VAT charged at prevailing rates at time of clearance from bond.
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